
Sheet Mulch Guide

Materials

1. Cardboard*

6. Compost*

7. Newspaper* 8. Wood Chips*

* Indicates a nessecary  
material for a successful sheet  
mulched bed. Other materials  
are optional but awesome to  
have! The more organic material  
you can stack in the better.  
Other helpful materials to have  
are grass clippings, rock dust,  
fresh comfrey, etc.  

2. Dried Leaves 3. Dried Seaweed

4. Chicken Manure 5. Coffee Grounds

Sheet mulching (or “lasagna gardening”) is a soil-building method that utilizes easily accessible 
organic materials. Think of it as composting in place. Sheet mulching suppresses unwanted 
vegetation, retains moisture, builds and regenerates the soil. It is used to build new garden beds, 
regenerate old beds, and can be applied around existing trees and shrubs. This method is very 
forgiving - if you don’t have all of the listed ingredients, no worries. (However, the more diverse 
the materials the better.)

- It is best to sheet mulch in the fall to allow the nutrients to settle in place over the winter and 
come alive in the spring!  

- For severely compacted soil: FIRST aerate the soil with either a pitchfork or a broadfork. It is not 
necessary to turn the soil, but simply aerate it before adding your layers.

- If you are sheet mulching an annual garden bed, substitute straw for woodchips. Woodchips 
work best in perennial gardens.



4. Apply a layer of manure 5. Sprinkle on your morning 
 coffee grounds

7. Apply thick layers of newspaper 
to supress any weeds from reaching 
the top layers of the bed. 
*Tip- wet the newspaper before  
(and after) you lay it down.

6. Add a heavy layer of �nished 
compost

8. Finallly, cover the bed completely
with a thick layer of untreated  
woodchips or untreated bark mulch.

•It is a good idea to water after 
applying all of these layers of 
organic material. If possilbe, try
to water in after each layer to  
help the materials settle. 

1. Lay down strips of cardboard
to supress the existing lawn

2. Apply drieds leaves over the
cardboard

3. Add a layer of dried seaweed

Step by Step Guide to Sheet Mulching




